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ABSTRACT
Our objective is to provide location-, topology-, and
administrative-transparentgrid computing for MPI applica-
tions, while hiding the physical details of computing plat-
forms and heterogeneous networks from the application de-
velopers and users. To achieve this objective, we intro-
duced a new resource allocation model, workflow struc-
tures to specify MPI applications involving multiple tasks,
and message relay to enable communication across differ-
ent networks. We developed the SGR framework, which
integrates workflow scheduling, task grouping, and mes-
sage relay services, while hiding resource allocation, het-
erogeneous networks, and decentralized resource manage-
ment systems from application developers and users. The
SGR system has been implemented on a Globus-enabled
computing grid.

We created a simulation environment to investigate
our model and various schedulers. Using the findings
from simulation, we implemented the SGR framework and
tested the model’s implementation on a two-cluster grid.
We observed that duplication can improve performance
by more than15%, which matches our simulation results.
Moreover, we evaluated our new message relay service for
cross-site message passing. The test results indicate that
although the SGR’s message relay service has some com-
munication overhead, the system is scalable with respect to
the number of processes and the message size.

KEY WORDS
Grid computing, resource allocation and co-allocation,
workflow, task scheduling.

1 Introduction

Computational applications rely on high-performance
computing. Computers are becoming faster, closely fol-
lowing Moore’s law [11]. Parallel and distributed com-
puting has made it possible to aggregate computing power
from numerous computing sources. However, these ad-
vances cannot match continuously increasing computa-
tional demands. Scientific computations frequently have
non-polynomial complexity and process large quantities of
data that can easily exceed the computing capacity of mod-
ern computers. Emerging applications, such as high resolu-
tion protein structure prediction [2, 14] used in protein fold-

ing, and molecular dynamic simulation [12] used in com-
putational physics, continuously demand faster processing
capability. However a single parallel system, such as a clus-
ter, has limited resources and may not be capable of pro-
viding sufficient computing power for those computation-
intensive applications. One solution to this problem is
to collect and utilize distributed computing resources that
are owned and maintained by different institutions, labs or
computing centers.

Grid computing [7] is one way to transparently har-
ness distributed computing power to meet the demand of
computational intensive applications. When computing re-
sources are distributed across multiple organizations, such
a computing environment is expected to hide institutional
and system-level differences from application users and
developers as much as possible, so that an application’s
portability would not increase software complexity and im-
plementation efforts. A computing grid is constructed on
multiple parallel computing systems, each of which can
be in a different administrative domain and separated ge-
ographically. Therefore, a major objective of grid comput-
ing is to provide location-, topology- and administration-
transparent computational services for users and applica-
tions.

On a Globus-enabled computing grid, source code
modifications or system-level alterations may be required
to run legacy MPI programs, because heterogeneous net-
works and resource allocation across multiple resource ad-
ministrative domains are not transparent to application de-
velopers and users. Our objective is to enable network
topology-transparent execution for MPI applications, in-
cluding legacy programs, to run on a computing grid, while
hiding decentralized resource management and resource al-
location process from applications. To achieve this objec-
tive, we extend the conventional message passing execu-
tions to workflows. We specify an adaptive grid computing
framework, consisting of task scheduling, task grouping,
and message relay services.

1.1 Preliminaries

In this paper, a computing resource is the computing hard-
ware used by a single MPI process. A computing resource
is a computer, a computing node of a cluster, a processor,
or a CPU. A computing site is a collection of computing



resources which are connected by a private or local area
network within a single administrative domain. A single
administrative domain means that all computing resources
within a computing site are managed by one resource man-
agement system, such as OpenPBS [9] or LSF [16]. A com-
puting grid then consists of multiple computing sites inter-
connected by a public network, and software infrastructure
enabling resource sharing among these computing sites.

In a resource-sharing environment, such as a cluster
or a mainframe computer that has a large number of com-
puting resources, a resource management system (RMS) is
designated to manage how these resources are used. An
RMS is also known as a job queuing system or a batch job
system. To launch an application in such an environment,
application users submit job requests (or resource requests)
to the host RMS. A job request specifies the number of
computing resources required by the application, the ap-
plication execution code, input and output files, etc. In this
study, we view the resource requirement (or resource spec-
ification) as the number of computing resources.1

1.2 Workflow execution

Since a computing grid can provide much more computing
resources than a single computing site, it usually serves as
a computing platform to solve more computation-intensive
and complex applications. Such applications may need
more computing resources that may exceed a single com-
puting site’s capacity, involve computing resources from
different computing sites, or consist of multiple paral-
lelized procedures with different degrees of parallelism.
These applications could be different from conventional,
single program applications. To address this challenge, we
use a workflow to specify how a multi-task MPI application
is executed.

A workflow, which contains a sequence of related ac-
tivities or operations, is used to represent how these activi-
ties are scheduled within a simple flow chart. A workflow
application contains a list of tasks that are executed in a
specified sequence. In this study, we define the task is an
execution of a specified program, which can be either a se-
rial execution on one computing resource or a parallel ex-
ecution using multiple computing resources within a com-
puting site. Accordingly, a task is only allowed to use com-
puting resources within one administrative domain. The
workflow specifies the execution procedure of all the tasks,
and interactions among them as well.

Three fundamental structures can be used to specify a
workflow: dependent, parallel forking, and optional fork-
ing structures. The dependent structure contains depen-
dent tasks that are executed sequentially and one-by-one
in a flow. Tasks in a parallel forking structure are con-
current tasks. The parallel forking structure divides a flow
into two or more flows, and each flow is allowed to have a
task executed concurrently with other flows. The optional

1Other resource requirements include the memory size, disk space, and
network speed. However, they are not considered in this study.

forking structure divides a flow into two or more candidate
flows, and only one of the candidate flows that satisfy the
user-specified condition will be executed at runtime. Tasks
within the candidate flows are called optional tasks.

1.3 Problem statement

Our objective is to provide location-, topology- and
administrative-transparent grid computing for MPI work-
flow applications. To achieve these objectives for MPI ap-
plications, we must overcome three major challenges: ap-
plication scheduling, resource co-allocation, and cross-site
message passing.

The application scheduler performs site selection and
application job submission in a computing grid environ-
ment. Besides providing services to interact with host
resource management systems, the application scheduler
is responsible for balancing workloads among computing
sites.

The second challenge is how to allocate resources for
a cross-site execution, or more specifically, resource co-
allocation on a computing grid. Resource co-allocation
is defined as the process of allocating and synchronizing
equal amounts of computing resources from two comput-
ing sites so that the resources can be used to perform a
cross-site execution. To conduct resource co-allocation,
two questions must be addressed: which sites should be
selected in a cross-site execution and how should resources
from different sites be synchronized?

The third challenge is how to enable inter-site com-
munication. In a grid environment, seamless communica-
tion across different computing sites for MPI applications
may not be feasible at the network layer. Data communi-
cation across different networks requires network reconfig-
uration by either adding ports or changing routing tables.
Many computing sites adopt a single access point which
allows monitoring network traffic and filtering suspicious
or virus-contaminated data packages. Therefore, we must
provide network-transparent and adaptive cross-site mes-
sage passing to enable conventional MPI applications to
execute on multiple computing sites.

1.4 Related work

Many researchers have worked to develop software to en-
able and facilitate grid computing. These software tools
provide a range of services, including interoperability
among different systems, data transfer, authentication and
authorization, data encryption and secured communication,
and meta-scheduling. Nevertheless, none of them provides
a complete solution to all those problems we discussed
above.

MPICH-G2 [10] is an implementation of Globus-
enabled MPI 1.1 based on the Globus Toolkit. MPICH-
G2 requires that headnodes of each computing site partic-
ipate in the cross-site execution. Any two computing re-
sources in different computing sites cannot communicate



with one another directly unless they are assigned public IP
addresses. MPICH-G2 uses the DUROC library in resource
synchronization, which only supports static resource allo-
cation. MPICH-GX [4] uses system proxies, which run
on the headnodes, to forward inter-site messages to des-
tination processes. However, each proxy must connect to
all application processes, introducing large overhead dur-
ing initialization. Furthermore, application users have to
manage job submission and resource co-allocation when
they start cross-site execution.

The Condor-G system [8] extends the resource man-
agement capabilities of Condor from a single adminis-
trative domain to multiple domains through integration
with the Globus Toolkit. While Condor-G addresses the
location- and administration- transparency issues, its ex-
ecution environment cannot create a network-transparent
environment for parallel applications running on multiple
computing sites. Nimrod/G [3] relies on resource reserva-
tion and bidding techniques to achieve optimized results in
terms of computing cost. However, in order to do so, the
scheduler must know resource availabilities and the task
execution time. Advance reservation requires job preemp-
tion which interrupts job queues and can slow down the
system throughput [13]. The Pegasus framework [5] maps
a complex and abstract workflow onto distributed comput-
ing resources. However, its scheduler is based on available
resources and the task execution time must be known. Fur-
thermore, the Pegasus system does not address the resource
co-allocation issue for multiple workflow tasks that must be
executed concurrently.

2 Resource allocation model

We create a new resource allocation model, called the dy-
namic resource allocation model, for the computing grid
environment. This model allows an MPI application to re-
quest more resources than needed; however, the application
uses only the needed resources and the remaining redun-
dant resources must be released.

In general, it is difficult to accurately predict job queu-
ing times. Given that it is unknown which computing site
will allocate the requested resources first, our new model
allows application users to submit a job request and its
copies to those sites that are most likely to produce shorter
queuing times. Therefore, our model relaxes the require-
ment that the site with the shortest queuing time be located.

This new model provides dynamic resource alloca-
tion by using duplicate job requests. Once the requested
resources are allocated and the application’s resource re-
quirement is met, the application starts to run. Hence, all
resources that are allocated later become redundant, and
should be released.

A cross-site parallel execution can also use this model
to collect computing resources from multiple computing
sites dynamically. When job requests and job duplications
of a cross-site execution are used to allocate resources,
those earliest allocations that can jointly satisfy the applica-

tion’s resource requirement are used to perform the cross-
site execution. The resources that are allocated later be-
come redundant and will be released.

We introduce two boundary conditions to specify the
application resource requirement. The two boundary con-
ditions are: a lower-bound resource requirement and an
upper-bound resource requirement. The lower-bound re-
source requirement is the minimum number of computing
resources required for a parallel execution to start. In con-
trast, the upper-bound resource requirement is the maxi-
mum number of computing resources that are allowed to
participate in the parallel execution, and any additional re-
source allocation above this value is considered to be re-
dundant.

For a single site execution, the lower-bound and the
upper-bound values are equal. However, for a cross-site ex-
ecution, the lower-bound and the upper-bound can be dif-
ferent, providing a range of numbers of resources which
can be collected from different resource allocations. The
advantage of this approach is that it allows an application
to adapt to changing load conditions by using a range of
numbers in the resource specification. The application can
use fewer resources when the environment becomes heav-
ily loaded.

2.1 Function specification

Based on our resource allocation model, we developed a
model specification that includes five function components.
These function specifications can complement the existing
MPI standard, when targeting computing grids.

Given an MPI application targeting a computing grid,
site selection is the process of creating a list of comput-
ing sites to which the application’s job request and its du-
plications are submitted. The site selection algorithm se-
lects computing sites that are most likely to have shorter
queuing times for the job request among all sites of the
targeting grid. This function does not need to rely on ac-
curate queuing time prediction, instead, it can use a rank-
ing process. System workload information, such as the job
queue length, the number of unused resources, and system
throughput can be used as the ranking criteria. The higher
ranking value, the more likely to have the shortest queuing
time. Application users should avoid too many duplica-
tions for each job request. This is due to the fact that sub-
mitting a duplicate job request and releasing a redundant
resource allocation inevitably consumes system resources
and causes overhead. If every application has its job request
duplicated on every computing site, this flooding may con-
gest the network and decrease the throughput of all com-
puting sites.

The job management component is responsible for
managing applications’ job requests and duplications. It
provides three functions: job submission, job status query,
and job cancellation. To achieve portability, adapters are
needed, through which job management can interact with
different types of host RMSs, such as OpenPBS, LSF, and



loadlever.
In our model a job request and its duplications are

processed independently from one another, since they are
submitted to different administrative domains. We do not
assume that resource management systems can communi-
cate with one another or have interoperability. Therefore,
resource assessment is used to determine whether such a
resource allocation is needed or redundant for the applica-
tion. Bound resources are allocated computing resources
that are used to satisfy the application resource requirement
and participate in the application execution. Given newly
acquired resources for a job request, the resource assess-
ment function compares the two boundary conditions with
the total allocated resources, which is the sum of the exist-
ing bound resources and the newly acquired resources. The
state of the newly acquired resources is eitherInsufficient,
Adequate, or Redundant.

Based on our model, a cross-site MPI execution on a
computing grid consists of multiple MPI executions, and
each execution is independently launched on one comput-
ing site. The execution topology, which specifies an MPI
execution on one site, contains information about comput-
ing resources and process ranks. The global execution
topology, which is used to specify a cross-site MPI exe-
cution, contains the execution topology of each individual
MPI execution on a site and the identifier of that site. Re-
source binding is then the process of adding the execution
topology of an individual MPI execution to the global exe-
cution topology.

Resource synchronization is used to coordinate re-
sources allocated on different sites for cross-site MPI exe-
cutions. This functions can be implemented within the MPI
initialization routine, and therefore hidden from application
developers and users. Three synchronization methods are
specified, including stop-and-wait, hibernation, and resub-
mission.

In stop-and-wait synchronization, all application pro-
cesses running on the allocated resources stop executing
application code, and wait until the resource requirement
is met. This method leaves allocated resources idling, and
thus may reduce utilization of computing resources. Hi-
bernation can put an MPI execution into the hibernation
state and release its allocated resources. The hibernated
execution is woken up when the application resource re-
quirement is met. To reclaim those resources, this method
relies on job preemption, which must be supported by the
host RMS. In the resubmission method, an MPI execution
withdraws from bound resources and is terminated. Then,
the job request is resubmitted back to the host RMS.

3 Model simulation

In the previous section, we described the model specifica-
tions. Next, we will analyze the performance of our model
in terms of job queuing time by using a simulation environ-
ment. One of our objectives is to quantify the performance
improvement and the impact from using job duplications.

The simulation environment is developed based on
CSim [1], which can simulate multiple concurrent events
and running processes. In our simulation environment,
each computing site of a grid is simulated as a single job
queue configured with64 computing resources. Two com-
monly used queuing policies are implemented: first-come-
first-serve(FCFS) and backfill conservative policy. Each
site is assigned a local workload, which contains a list of
local job requests. A global workload consists of job re-
quests that are assigned to specific computing sites by the
global job scheduler.

Given a global job, the global job scheduler ranks all
computing sites based on a specified ranking criterion. It
submits the global job to the top-ranked site without con-
sidering other global job requests, scheduled or unsched-
uled. However, this greedy approach may not produce op-
timal scheduling results. We investigated five ranking cri-
teria as follows:

1. Random value (Random).

2. Queuing length (Qlen), which is the number of job
requests queued in a job queue.

3. System workload (Workload), which is the number of
jobs being processed in the last time period.

4. Estimated queuing time (Est. QT), which is the wait-
ing time calculated based on estimated run times of all
queuing and running jobs.

5. Actual queuing time (Ideal Min), which is calculated
based on the actual execution times of all queuing
and running jobs. This method can produce the best
scheduling result for each global job, and it is only
used as the benchmark for comparison.

Figure 1 shows the results from the simulation of 8-
site grids when using different numbers of duplications.
Each site uses the FCFS queuing policy (shown in the left
figure), or the conservative backfill queuing policy (shown
in the right figure). Since a conservative backfill queue
yields higher throughput than an FCFS queue, we assigned
a local workload of0.6 to each FCFS queue and a local
workload of0.7 to each conservative backfill queue. Three
schedulers are compared using0 to 7 duplications. The y-
axis shows the normalized average queuing times for global
jobs over the average queuing time of the Ideal Min sched-
uler. The global workload level is0.4.

By using job duplication, the Random scheduler
achieves the highest performance improvement, as it is
compared to other schedulers using different ranking crite-
ria. In addition, only marginal performance differences are
found between the Est. QT scheduler without job duplica-
tion and the Qlen scheduler with 2-duplication. This result
indicates that job duplication can improve a simple sched-
uler’s performance, achieving performance equivalent to
that obtained by more sophisticated schedulers.

Job duplication increases workloads on computing
sites across a grid. Those computing sites could decrease
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Figure 1. Normalized average queuing times of global jobs
using a range of duplication factors

overall system performance when they process redundant
job requests. In our simulations, it costs1 simulation sec-
ond to terminate one redundant resource allocation. Fig-
ure 2 shows the effects of job duplication on local jobs’
queuing times during the simulation of an 8-site grid which
uses the conservative backfill queuing policy. The queu-
ing times for local jobs across 8 computing sites are rep-
resented by vertical lines, with the largest time on the top
(Local Max), average in the middle (Local Avg), and the
smallest time at the bottom (Local Min). On the left side
of Figure 2, all global jobs are scheduled by the Random
scheduler. On the right side, all global jobs are scheduled
by the Qlen scheduler.
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Figure 2. Job duplication’s impact on local jobs’ queuing
times

With a duplication factor of1 or 2, we can observe re-
duced queuing times for local jobs on all computing sites.
This performance improvement is a result of more balanced
workloads across computing sites, which can also be iden-
tified by the decrease in Local Max and Local Min. From
Figure 2, we observe that flooding, the most greedy ap-
proach which has each global job duplicated on all com-
puting sites, can cause overall system performance degra-
dation.

Figure 3 shows the simulation results for stop-and-
wait synchronization, described in Section 2.1. In our sim-
ulation, each site of the 8-site grid runs the conservative
backfill queuing policy, and is given a local workload of
0.6. The global workload level is assumed to be0.4. We
tested the Random, Qlen and Est. QT schedulers for re-
source co-allocation, while applying different duplication

factors for global jobs. The Ideal Min scheduler gives the
shortest queuing and synchronization time in co-allocation.
Figure 3 shows the co-allocation times for global jobs nor-
malized to the Ideal Min scheduler results. Job duplication
significantly improves the performance of all the global job
schedulers tested. While the Est. QT scheduler performs
better than the other schedulers, there is only a marginal
difference for the Qlen scheduler when using2 duplicate
job requests.
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Figure 3. The average co-allocation time normalized to the
Ideal Min using stop-and-wait synchronization

We also simulated hibernation, discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1. Hibernation allows more jobs to be processed,
and therefore, the average queuing time for all job requests
is reduced. Figure 4 compares the reduction of the average
queuing time in the hibernation-enabled environment with
that in stop-and-wait synchronization, which has2 duplica-
tions for each global job. In the tests, we simulated 8-site
grids and each site uses the conservative queuing policy.
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Figure 4. Reduction on average queuing time for all jobs
when compared to stop-and-wait synchronization with no
duplication

As shown in Figure 4, for each tested scheduler, 2-
duplication can provide similar performance improvements
as hibernation, when compared to stop-and-wait synchro-
nization with no duplication. Unlike hibernation, our dy-
namic resource allocation model does not require job pre-
emption for resource synchronization. This is a distinct ad-
vantage of our model.

Figure 5 presents the simulation results for heteroge-
neous grid environments. In these environments, half of
computing sites of a grid are configured with64 computing
resources, and the remaining sites are configured with32

computing resources.
Figure 5 shows the performance improvement of the

Qlen and Workload schedulers when the duplication fac-
tor is 1. Since each global job has1 duplicate job request,
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Figure 5. The reduction in average global job queuing time
by using 1 duplication on heterogeneous grids

both schedulers can reduce the average queuing time by ap-
proximately42% on the8-site heterogeneous grid, which is
similar to that obtained in the8-site homogeneous environ-
ment. Overall, the simulation results indicate that our dy-
namic resource allocation model is effective in improving
the performance of global job schedulers in both heteroge-
neous and homogeneous environments.

4 SGR framework design

Based on our resource allocation model, we developed
the Schedule-Group-Relay (SGR) framework, which can
hide different administrative domains and heterogeneous
networks, when launching MPI workflow applications on
computing grids. Our SGR framework consists of three
service components: a workflow scheduler, task grouping,
and message relay. Given an MPI multi-task workflow ap-
plication, the scheduler conducts task scheduling based on
the application’s workflow dependency, the task grouping
component performs resource binding and synchronization
for concurrent tasks, and the message relay component en-
ables inter-task communication.

4.1 Workflow scheduler

Given a workflow specified by a Petri net, the SGR frame-
work scheduler is designed to submit workflow tasks to se-
lected computing sites. We partition the functions of the
scheduler into three parts: scheduling control, the ranking
procedure, and task submission, as shown in Figure 6. The
scheduling control function schedules tasks that are ready.
A task is ready only when all tasks on which it depends
have finished their executions.

We introduce a parallel design for the workflow
scheduler. The workflow scheduler has multiple processes,
and each process runs on the headnode or the gateway
node of a computing site. Each scheduler process per-
forms local job queries and local job submissions within
the same site, and inter-process communication is enabled.
Therefore, the scheduler does not require interoperability
between RMSs to implement remote job queries and job
submission. Since we eliminate the remote operations, the
scheduler’s performance and scalability can be improved.

Scheduling control

The ranking
procedure
Find the top
ranked site

for the ready
task

Task
submission
Submit task 

resource

request to the
selected site

Wait task

completion

Start

Find a
ready task

Reach the
sink place?

End

No

Yes

Yes

No

Figure 6. The function diagram for the workflow scheduler

4.2 Task grouping

Task grouping is the process of acquiring computing re-
sources from one or more tasks’ resource allocations to
satisfy the two resource boundary conditions. This pro-
cess relies on the functions defined by the specifications of
the resource assessment, and resource binding and synchro-
nization. We introduced a parallel client-server approach,
in which the task grouping server has multiple processes
running in parallel and each server process is used to con-
nect a client task running within the same computing site.
Each server process must run on the headnode of a comput-
ing site, and can communicate with one another. The task
grouping server maintains the global execution topology of
all client tasks.

4.3 Message Relay

We developed 3-hop message relay to enable message pass-
ing between tasks. A parallel client-server approach is
used, which is similar to the approach used in task group-
ing. The message relay server is a parallel program based
on MPI, which is independent from the user application,
and runs on each computing site’s headnode with a public-
IP address. Since all server processes run on headnodes
with public-IP addresses, they can communicate with one
another directly via the standard MPI communication rou-
tines.

During 3-hop message relay, each inter-site message
travels three hops, using three consecutive point-to-point
communication operations. The first hop is from the sender
process to the server process running on the headnode
within the message sender site. The second hop is from
the headnode of the sender site to the headnode of the mes-
sage receiver site. The final hop is from the headnode to the
receiver process within the receiver site. The three hops of
the inter-site message passing between two computing re-
sources across different computing sites are shown in Fig-
ure 7.

4.4 SGR services integration

Figure 8 gives an overview of the layered structure of the
integrated framework. The top layer is the application user
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layer, which specifies the input information, including can-
didate computing sites for execution and a workflow ap-
plication with all tasks’ specifications. Below the SGR
framework layer is the resource management module inter-
acts with the scheduling service, providing resource man-
agement functions for task submission, status query, and
job cancellation. Three communication modules are re-
quired including the intra-site communication, the client-
server communication, and the inter-site server-server com-
munication.

5 Experimental evaluation of the SGR sys-
tem

We implemented our SGR framework based on Globus-
enable computing grids. The SGR system is deployed on a
grid, consisting of the Joulian and the Keys clusters. Jou-
lian has 16 PII nodes connected to 100MB/s Ethernet and
Keys has 8 PIII nodes connected to 1Gb/s Ethernet, while
the two clusters are interconnected to the 10Mb/s campus
network.

5.1 Cross-site communication test

We evaluated the performance of the SGR message relay
service in a cross-site communication operation by compar-
ing it to a theoretical lower bound on its latency. A lower
bound on the latency of sending a message between two

computers is:

Latencylower bound = Tinit overhead + N/Pbandwidth

(1)
whereTinit overhead is the initial overhead for message
passing, N is the size of the message in bytes, and
Pbandwidth is the physical bandwidth of the network con-
necting the two computers. The performance gap between
the relay-based communication latency and its lower bound
consists of the underlying system-introduced overhead and
the SGR-introduced service overhead. The following sec-
tion only presents the analysis of cross-site P2P, broadcast
and alltoall communication.

Figure 9 shows the observed latency of cross-
site point-to-point communication between two subnodes,
when sending messages of different sizes. When the mes-
sage size increases from0 to 512 bytes, the initial overhead
dominates the overall performance. After the message ex-
ceeds512 bytes, the network bandwidth connecting the two
clusters becomes the dominating factor. The performance
gap varies between29% and45%, indicating that the relay-
based communication is scalable with respect to the size of
messages.
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Figure 9. Evaluation of the communication latency of the
cross-site point-to-point communication

In Figure 10, we show the latency of broadcasting
messages of size256KB to varied numbers of processes
across the 2-cluster grid. The performance gap decreases
from 37% to 24% when larger topology sizes are tested.
This experiment demonstrates that the relay-based broad-
cast operation is scalable with respect to the size of the ex-
ecution topology.
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Figure 10. Latency of cross-site broadcasting 256 KB mes-
sage

Figure 11 presents the performance of the relay-based
alltoall communication. The performance gap decreases
from 83% to 8%, when we increase the size of message
blocks from1 byte 32KB. This finding demonstrates that
the SGR relay system allows the cross-site alltoall opera-
tion to be scalable with respect to the size of message.
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Figure 11. Latency of cross-site MPI alltoall on 16 nodes

5.2 Launching Tomosynthesis on the 2-cluster grid

We also used the SGR system to study the performance of
parallelized Tomosynthesis Mammography [6, 15] on the
Joulian-Keys grid. Tomosynthesis Mammography is a next
generation breast imaging technique that is investigated at
Massachusetts General Hospital. Given multiple x-ray pro-
jections of an object from different angles, Tomosynthesis
reconstructs the 3D volume by using maximum-likelihood
estimation. However, this image reconstruction process is
very time consuming and requires a large amount of mem-
ory. We parallelized Tomosynthesis using data partition-
ing, and applied MPI to the implementation. Parallelized
Tomosynthesis has been deployed on a 32-node cluster for
the clinical trials.

Using our SGR system, we can investigate the per-
formance enhancement of Tomosynthesis on a computing
grid. The run time result of the image reconstruction is
shown in Figure 12. In order to minimize the synchroniza-
tion time among processors caused by the different com-
puting speed, we fine-tuned the workload assigned to each
process running on the two clusters.
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Figure 12. Profiling results of running Tomosynthesis on
the Joulian-Keys grid

As shown in Figure 12, we can reduce the computa-
tional time (forward and backward) by using more com-
puting resources from both clusters. However, this perfor-
mance gain is offset by increased inter-cluster communica-
tion. Nevertheless, we can still improve performance by at
least8.2% using resources from the two cluster.

5.3 SGR scheduler test

We also evaluated the performance of the SGR scheduling
and grouping services on the 2-cluster grid. Each cluster is
assigned a synthetic local workload of0.7 load level, em-
ulating a resource utilization of70%. A global synthetic
workload consists of tasks, and each task is assigned by
our SGR scheduler to the 2-cluster grid. We use a global
synthetic workload of0.5 for the Keys cluster, and each
global task requires no more than4 computing nodes. All
local jobs and global tasks have an average execution time
of 60 seconds.

Two ranking criteria are tested for the scheduler:Qlen
(the queuing length) andWorkload(the system workload).
Figure 13 shows the average queuing times of the global
tasks from using the two schedulers and the results using
task duplication.

As shown in figure 13, task duplication outperforms
the Workloadand theQlen schedulers by29% and15%,
respectively. This performance improvement matches our
earlier simulation result showing that theQlen andWork-
load schedulers can achieve a17% performance improve-
ment in our simulation environment (see Figure 5). The
marginal differences between the simulation and the real-
world tests could be caused by the longer time used in ac-
tual job submission and redundancy invalidation. Overall,
our experimental results based on live job submissions val-
idate the new resource allocation model.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we defined workflow structures to specify the
execution process of an MPI application consisting of mul-
tiple tasks on a computing grid. We introduced a new re-
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Figure 13. Average queuing time for global jobs submitted
to the Joulian-Keys grid

source allocation model that allows applications to perform
resource allocation and co-allocation efficiently withoutre-
lying on sophisticated scheduling algorithms, accurate job
execution time prediction, or privileged system support.

Based on our model and its specification, we im-
plemented the SGR system for MPI multi-task workflow
applications targeting Globus-enabled computing grids.
Our SGR system provides a location-, topology- and
administration-transparent computing environment for ap-
plication developers and users. We used a simulation envi-
ronment to evaluate our model and its task schedulers, and
obtained clear performance improvement by using dupli-
cated resource allocation.

We also validated the simulation results by evaluating
resource duplication on a 2-cluster grid. In communication
tests across the two clusters, the results indicate that mes-
sage relay is scalable with respect to the number of pro-
cesses and the size of messages. Using the SGR system,
we demonstrated results of running Tomosynthesis in the
2-cluster grid environment.
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